Praxar Privacy Policy

Praxar inc. ("Praxar") is committed to providing the best interactive materials for the purpose of training students and managers, hereafter referred to as “participants”. To reach this goal, Praxar seeks to develop a constructive relationship with professors, trainers and their assistants, hereafter referred to as “instructors”. Praxar’s digital assets consist of simulations, documents, exercises and services, commonly referred to as “simulations”.

1. Declaration
Praxar recognizes the importance of protecting the privacy of information collected from users of its simulations. It is our general policy to restrict the use of Personal Information to those directly involved in a simulation: instructors, participants, Praxar personnel and Praxar distributors. The Privacy Statement proposes concrete measures to insure that such information is used only to provide the best learning experience for participants and full control over the exercise by instructors.

2. Definition of Personal Information
When registering at Praxar.com, instructors and participants agree to provide personal identification as well as information about their affiliation. In the course of using simulations, instructors may upload pedagogical documents on Praxar’s servers and communicate with participants through Praxar’s website. Praxar also collects navigation data and assess the performance of individual participants with quizzes, essays, etc. This is all considered Personal Information under the terms of the Privacy Statement.

3. Instructors’ Personal Information
Instructors’ Personal Information is used for these purposes:

1. Validate access to simulations
2. Communicate with instructors for training or support
3. Provide information about changes to simulations, bug fixes, etc.
4. Inform instructors about new simulations in their discipline
5. Improve current simulations and design new ones
6. Prevent fraud or illegal use of Praxar’s digital assets

Praxar does not communicate instructors’ Personal information to third parties for commercial or any other use. Personal Information is solely consulted by Praxar personnel and, when appropriate, shared with its distributors.

4. Participants’ Personal Information
To register, participants must provide identification as well as information about their group or class. Data on their learning progress is also collected on Praxar’s servers. This is all considered Personal Information under the terms of the Privacy Statement.
Use of participant’s Personal Information is limited to these purposes:

1. Validate access to simulations
2. Communicate with participants for support
3. Assist instructors in their tutoring role
4. Improve current simulations and design new ones
5. Prevent fraud or illegal use of Praxar’s digital assets
6. Enhance Praxar’s expertise into digital learning

In no circumstance will Praxar contact participants to promote its products or services. Personal Information on participants is solely consulted by Praxar personnel and, when appropriate, shared with its distributors.

Instructors have full access to participant’s information in their groups or classes. Praxar has no control over instructor’s use of this information. Most universities and learning institutions have standards of ethical conduct that prevent illegal or fraudulent use of Personal Information by their personnel. They also prohibit disclosure of such information to third-parties.

5. Praxar Servers
Praxar has full control over its servers and meets industry standards for protecting Personal Information from hacking. Praxar’s servers are located in Montreal, Canada.

6. Use of Cookies
Simulations use cookies in order to personalize the experience of instructors and participants. Cookies are small files created temporarily when logging on a simulation and during a work session. Praxar’s simulations may not work properly if users do not accept cookies. Such cookies are never used to track a user browsing activity on websites other than Praxar.com. They are always destroyed at the end of a work session.

7. Payments
Payments for online purchases of licences are processed through a reliable third party. Praxar neither collects nor stores any credit card information during the transaction.

8. Archive
The Praxar Collection will archive information about a simulation for two years. Instructors and participants may access these archives with their regular password during that period.

9. Changes to Privacy Policy
From time to time, Praxar may change the content of its Privacy Policy. Changes will become effective upon posting. Continued use of the simulations through a Praxar.com account constitutes acceptance of the terms of the modified Policy.
10. Contact Information
If you have any question concerning this privacy statement or the Praxar’s practices regarding Personal Information, please contact:

service@praxar.com
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